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About This Game

Duration : approx. 15min
Type : Interactive musical experience

Enter a realm of enchantment with "FIREBIRD - La Péri", and play the role of Iskender, a prince seeking the "flower of
immortality". You will appear on the stage, visit the ethereal world of La Péri, and witness a magical and poetic encounter as

one of the characters... As you try to take possession of the precious flower, guardian spirits will gradually appear. Strive to get
the petals of the flower from them and awaken La Péri, a mesmerizing feminine silhouette covered in light. Her dance will

dazzle you, but will you be moved enough to give up immortality and let the Péri live ?

“La Péri” is a VR experience based on classical music and ballet by composer Paul Dukas and starring John Rhys-Davies as the
Narrator. It relies heavily on the Vive's hand controllers, and will enable you to interact directly with the characters and

creatures which populate this world. In this unique and visually stunning production by the award-winning french VR studio
Innerspace, choreography, music, story-line and the most high-end technology will merge into one, producing an extraordinary

audio-visual experience.
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Title: Firebird - La Peri
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Innerspace VR
Publisher:
Innerspace VR
Release Date: 19 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, equivalent or higher

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD Radeon R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Simplified Chinese
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firebird la peri. firebird la peri vr

Short but well made and nicely presented. I could stare at the dancing woman for a long time, quite entrancing. Really
demonstrate the incredible potential this platform has for such things.

Would have liked the option to turn off the torch, kinda felt like I had to hold it behind my back at certain points because I
wanted to indulge in the beauty around me complete with surrounding darkness.

. This is certainly a short experience however it's also one of the better ways to show off what VR has to offer for those
uninitiated to virtual reality. To some, nothing more than a short demo but to others such as myself, very much full blown ART.
This award-winning experience provides an excellent feeling of presence while managing to make you feel for the character
before you. For those who understand that it's perfectly ok to put a price tag for "just" 15 minutes of entertainment, when it's
something made with heart/soul and polished to the extreme.

Highly recommended. short but great. Very well made. Feels like a profesional VR experience from start to finish (about 10-15
min). It is not a game, but not 100% passive. 10/10 Worth it if you want to demo your vive to friends and family. If you have no
friends or family maybe you need this anyway.. Very emotional! I really hope this experience was longer.. It's not really a game,
it's an experience and a very short one.. But it's an amazing experience.
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A standing/room scale animated short-story mixing fantasy and a ballet stage. The experience is over after only 10 minutes.

I feel like I shouldn't spoil too much, so I'll start with a short summary. If you want to avoid spoilers, skip the bottom section.

Interactivity is few and far between. Didn't immerse or excite me. For the most part I was waiting, waiting on stuff to finish, or
interactivity to activate.

Audio narrator is good, visual effects are nice.

Vertically moves you twice so nausea is possible. Only at the start and end though (long in the end; had to close my eyes and
wait).

Overall sadly just didn't captivate me or ultimately enjoy it in any way.

---

The game plays with you being on a theater stage, reading a book or reading from a book, with audio narration/reading playing.
Stage/Theater environments are moved into the stage, and the world transforms into a fantasy world. This happens for every
chapter/scene.

The narration/waiting for animations/interactivity is taking too long at times. The story did not excite or immerse me. The
disconnect and transformation failed to immerse me or made me care. At that point I was just interested to see what it would
provide, visually.

Interactivity is few and far between. You catch four objects.

No skill-based shortcuts. If an animation is playing and you're not intended to grab yet, it will evade you. So it's mostly not
interactive, and punishes/evades you when you try to explore your options. So it's mostly an animated story, not interactive.

Caution: It moves you vertically out of your control in multiple occasions. Specifically at the end it's for a long time, so nausea
very possible (I had to close my eyes and wait for it to end).

Overall the visual effects are pretty nice, it's somewhat worth a watch for the sake of it, but nothing really stands out and with
how many issues or lack of outstanding/positive things I can't recommend it. Surely a lot of effort went into it and it has a nice
premise/ideas that went into it. Too bad it wasn't able to satisfy me.. A beautiful VR experience. I was genuinely moved by this.
It is not a game, it is a story. I think the price is about right too. We need more titles like this.. Wow, definitely one of the
milestones of modern VR.. Too short and nothing special.. Wow, definitely one of the milestones of modern VR.. The most
perfect crafted & polished piece of artwork I have seen so far in VR - the concept/idea as well as the realization. The interactive
elements of the experience are not a game, this whole experience ist not meant to be a game. It is art using VR as a new kind of
media. And "the last dance" is also an outstanding technical demonstration: professionally motion captured ballet dancer. I have
not seen any other animation in VR being that realistic (and beautiful). I'd pay 20 USD/EUR for content like this.
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